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Among the many surprises to arise from studies of prion biology, perhaps the most unexpected is the strain phenomenon whereby a single protein can misfold into structurally distinct, infectious states that cause distinguishable phenotypes [1] [2] [3] . Similarly, proteins can adopt a spectrum of conformations in non-infectious diseases of protein folding; some are toxic and others are well tolerated 4 . However, our understanding of the structural differences underlying prion strains and how these differences alter their physiological impact remains limited. Here we use a combination of solution NMR, amide hydrogen/deuterium (H/D) exchange and mutagenesis to study the structural differences between two strain conformations, termed Sc4 and Sc37 (ref. 5) , of the yeast Sup35 prion. We find that these two strains have an overlapping amyloid core spanning most of the Gln/Asn-rich first 40 amino acids that is highly protected from H/D exchange and very sensitive to mutation. These features indicate that the cores are composed of tightly packed b-sheets possibly resembling 'steric zipper' structures revealed by X-ray crystallography of Sup35-derived peptides 6, 7 . The stable structure is greatly expanded in the Sc37 conformation to encompass the first 70 amino acids, revealing why this strain shows increased fibre stability and decreased ability to undergo chaperone-mediated replication 8 . Our findings establish that prion strains involve large-scale conformational differences and provide a structural basis for understanding a broad range of functional studies, including how conformational changes alter the physiological impact of prion strains.
Sup35, the protein determinant of the yeast prion [PSI 1 ], is uniquely well suited to the analysis of the structural basis of prion strains 3 . Pure Sup35 spontaneously forms self-seeding, b-sheet-rich amyloid fibres in vitro 9 . Introduction of these fibres into yeast causes stable conversion to the [PSI 1 ] state, thus establishing their infectious (prion) nature 5, 10, 11 . Sup35 can adopt a variety of fibre conformations in vitro, which lead to clearly distinguishable prion strain variants when introduced into [psi 2 ] cells. For example, SupNM, a region of Sup35 encoding its prion function and composed of a Gln/ Asn-rich N-terminal domain (N, amino-acid residues 1-123) and a highly charged middle domain (M, residues 124-253), can adopt distinct fibre conformations when polymerization is initiated at 4 uC and at 37 uC. Introduction of these conformations, termed Sc4 and Sc37, into yeast induces 'strong' and 'weak' in vivo prion strain phenotypes, respectively 5 . Thus, the heritable differences in these strain variants are 'encoded' by the conformational differences between Sc4 and Sc37.
Although a battery of biophysical techniques have been employed to investigate Sup35 prion structures, no consensus view has emerged. One set of approaches introduced cysteine residues and inferred structure either by measuring side-chain reactivity or by incorporating biophysical probes such as paramagnetic spin labels or pyrene fluorophores 5, 12 . One such study suggested that there is stable structure roughly comprising residues 31-86 and 21-121 for Sc4 and Sc37, respectively, with flanking sequences not being part of this amyloid core 12 . Close intermolecular contacts between monomers seemed to be limited to short regions involving 'head-to-head' (residues 25-38) and 'tail-to-tail' (residues 91-106) interactions. An alternative view emerged from X-ray crystallography of the amyloidlike structure of the GNNQQNY peptide corresponding to residues 7-13 of Sup35 (ref. 6 ), a region outside the amyloid core suggested by the above study. Unlike the proposed head-to-head/tail-to-tail assembly, GNNQQNY formed extensive intermolecular contacts through in-register parallel b-sheets that were stabilized by stacking side-chain amide hydrogen bonds between analogous asparagine and glutamine residues. Two sheets then came together face-to-face to form a water-free 'dry' interface in which opposing side chains interdigitated with each other, creating a compact 'steric zipper'. Caveats exist for both approaches: the X-ray crystallography analyses examined peptides outside the context of the prion domain, and the cysteine studies used side-chain modifications that might have perturbed the structure and stability of the fibres. Indeed, the extremely tight packing seen in the dry interfaces would probably be intolerant of side-chain alterations. More recently, solid-state NMR was used to probe for secondary structure in SupNM fibres in which a subset of amino acids were isotopically labelled 13 . Although it was not possible to obtain sequence-specific assignments, seven of eight leucine residues found in SupNM were suggested to form in-register b-sheets. Because all except one leucine residue are in the M domain, it was proposed that much of the M domain was structured in the solid state. This conclusion was surprising because the M domain is not absolutely required for prion function 14 and was thought to be largely disordered in fibres in solution 5, 12 . These conflicting perspectives emphasize the need for residuespecific structural information on full-length, unmodified SupNM fibres in solution.
We first examined SupNM fibre structure by solution NMR. Large complexes (that is, more than 100 kDa) are generally not amenable to solution NMR, as a result of line broadening, unless specialized spectroscopic techniques such as TROSY are employed 15 . However, highly mobile regions within large complexes can sometimes be detected by using standard heteronuclear single-quantum coherence (HSQC) pulse sequences. Indeed, substantial portions of SupNM seem to be disordered in fibre forms, because 15 N-HSQC spectra from uniformly 15 N-labelled SupNM fibres revealed multiple robust peaks (Fig. 1a) . To assess which regions of SupNM are flexible, we employed a strategy similar to that used in the solid-state NMR study and specifically 15 N-labelled the leucine residues. In dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO), in which SupNM is monomeric, seven of eight potential leucine peaks were observed, demonstrating the specificity of the labelling ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). NMR spectra of 15 N-LeuSupNM fibres contained at least four robust peaks with a smaller additional peak (Fig. 1b) . Because all except one of the leucines are in the M domain (Fig. 1c) , these data indicate that, in solution, large regions of the M domain remain highly mobile even in the fibre form, a view substantiated by the experiments below.
To obtain residue-specific information on the Sc4 and Sc37 conformations, we measured quenched hydrogen/deuterium (H/D) exchange by using NMR. H/D exchange is a sensitive probe of structure because hydrogen bonds inhibit the exchange of amide protons with water. We employed a recent protocol 16 that has enabled the structural analysis of a variety of amyloid fibres [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] by exploiting the ability of DMSO to dissolve fibres while preserving their exchange state. DMSO effectively dissolved SupNM fibres, yielding a welldispersed 15 N-HSQC spectrum ( Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig.  3a-c) . However, assignment of the 15 N-HSQC, a prerequisite for measuring exchange, remained a challenge. SupNM is large (253 residues) compared with other amyloidogenic polypeptides studied 16, [18] [19] [20] , and the N domain has very low complexity; the first 40 residues (Sup1-40) are especially Gln/Asn-rich, and the adjacent residues 41-97 are composed of 5.5 imperfect oligopeptide repeats of the sequence PQGGYQQYN ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). Through the use of more than 20 three-dimensional heteronuclear NMR experiments on 11 different uniformly and specifically labelled samples, we succeeded in assigning 163 of 215 visible peaks ( Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. 2 ) including assignments for 33 of the first 40 residues, several assignments in each oligopeptide repeat, and most of the M domain.
We monitored the extent of H/D exchange on uniformly 15 Nlabelled Sc4 and Sc37 fibres at neutral pH at five time points ranging from 1 min to 1 week. Additionally, we performed H/D exchange for 1 day on Sc4 and Sc37 fibres specifically labelled with 15 N-Glu/Gln (Glx) to obtain data on key residues that had significant overlap in the uniformly labelled samples. Examination of the exchange spectra revealed multiple peaks that strongly resisted exchange in both conformation-independent and conformation-dependent manners ( Fig.  2b-d) . Three classes of exchange curves predominated (Supplementary Fig. 3d ). In the first class, amides completed exchange within 1 min, which corresponded to protection factors (the intrinsic rate of exchange divided by the observed rate) of less than 100. The second class showed only modest exchange even after 1 week, corresponding to highly stable regions with protection factors of at least 10 6 . The third class of residues did not follow a single exponential: partial exchange was seen in the early time points, but the remaining fraction remained largely unexchanged by 1 week. Similar behaviour has been observed for other amyloid species 17, 19 and may reflect multiple structural environments for these residues within the same fibre (see ref. 17) .
Our data reveal overlapping core amyloid regions for Sc4 and Sc37 that encompass almost the entire Gln/Asn-rich Sup1-40 subdomain as well as a marked, strain-specific expansion of protected structure into the oligopeptide repeats in the Sc37 fibres (Fig. 2c, d ). Both Sc4 and Sc37 conformations showed strong protection for residues 4-37, including the residues containing the GNNQQNY peptide, but had local differential protection patterns. In particular, adjacent residues 38-70, which encompass the first three oligopeptide repeats, showed high levels of protection in Sc37 but completed exchange within the first 1 min in Sc4. Both conformations seemed largely unprotected for residues 76-100, but significant protection was seen for some residues in the 110-128 region. Most of the remaining M domain, including the leucine residues, showed modest protection (residues 150-231 in Supplementary Fig. 4) , which is consistent with the solution NMR results.
To test these findings independently, we probed for fibre secondary structure by introducing proline residues throughout SupNM to interfere with b-sheet formation. Analysis of the conformationspecific effects of mutations on fibre formation poses a challenge because Sup35 can adopt multiple amyloid conformations. Hence, mutations detrimental to one fibre form can drive the formation of an alternative conformation rather than preventing fibre polymerization altogether 21 . To circumvent this problem, we monitored the initial rate at which mutant monomers add to the end of preformed wild-type Sc4 and Sc37 fibres by using assays based on thioflavinT (thioT) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) 21, 22 . These measurements directly assess the ability of each conformation to accommodate the mutation (Fig. 3a) , thereby yielding conformation-specific structural information (Fig. 3b) . We analysed a series of 36 individual SupNM proline mutations with locations chosen to overlap with and extend the H/D exchange data ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). Of these mutations, 16 lie in Sup1-40, another 16 lie in the subsequent 41-100 oligopeptide region, and the last four target residues 101-150. Because the oligopeptide repeats were a major source of missing assignments, two corresponding Gln residues near the centre of each repeat were individually mutated to proline.
The proline mutant analysis showed remarkable agreement with the H/D exchange data. With the exception of the termini, residues within the Sup1-40 subdomain were highly sensitive to mutations for both Sc4 and Sc37 seeds (Fig. 3c) . AFM directly confirmed that proline mutations in this region profoundly inhibited the ability of mutant monomers to add to the ends of wild-type fibres (Fig. 3c  inset, and Supplementary Fig. 5a ). In contrast, mutations within the first three oligopeptide repeats affected growth from Sc37 but not Sc4 seeds, whereas mutations from the fourth repeat up to the M domain had modest effects on growth for either conformation (Fig. 3c) .
We extended this mutational analysis to probe tertiary structural contacts, focusing on the NQQQ sequence (residues 21-24) in the centre of the amyloid core. To minimize secondary structure perturbations, residues were individually changed to leucine, which has a similar b-sheet propensity to that of both asparagine and glutamine. Leucine also has a higher intrinsic aggregation propensity 4 and is isosteric to asparagine. Despite the modest nature of the change, we saw strong inhibitory effects of leucine mutations for both Sc4 and Sc37 fibres ( Fig. 3d and Supplementary Fig. 5b ). This indicates a critical role for the Asn/Gln side chains in stabilizing the amyloid core, possibly through interstrand hydrogen bonds and face-to-face interactions between b-sheets such as those seen in the GNNQQNY peptide structure. Interestingly, Sc4 but not Sc37 displayed an alternating pattern of sensitivity to leucines, possibly indicative of a b-sheet structure with one face buried and the other accessible in Sc4, but with both faces buried in Sc37 (Fig. 3d) . Our data, in conjunction with those from earlier analyses 6, 7, 13, 23 , suggest that the Sup1-40 core may resemble the Sup35 peptide structures, with the exception that the dry sheet-sheet interfaces are probably formed by intramolecular interactions between b-sheet faces from different rather than identical Asn/Gln-rich regions. Because some differences in protection patterns within Sup1-40 are observed between Sc4 and Sc37, these two strains may have distinct sheet-sheet interfaces in which the Sc37 arrangement accommodates additional b-sheets from the oligopeptide repeats. Such diverse sheet-sheet interfaces have recently been described in peptide structures 7 .
Our finding that the Gln/Asn-rich Sup1-40 subdomain forms an overlapping amyloid core that expands well into the adjacent oligopeptide repeats in a strain-dependent manner provides a structural rationale for several diverse functional studies. First, mutational studies and a recent peptide-mapping analysis indicate that prion formation and specificity of growth are particularly sensitive to changes within Sup1-40 (refs 24-26) . Second, the SupNM prion domain has a modular architecture in which Sup1-40 is specifically required for amyloid formation and templated growth, and can be functionally replaced by amyloidogenic stretches of pure polyGln repeats 27 . In addition to a role for a N5  Q6  G7  N8  N9  Q10  Q11  Q15  S17  Q18  N19  Q22  Q23  Q24  G25  N26  N27  Q30  G31  Q33  A34  Y35  N36  A37  Q38  A39  Q40  A42  G43  G44  T45  G51  S53  G54  Y55  G59  D66  A67  G68  Y69  Q70  Q76/85  G77/86  G78/87  Q95  G96  G97  G99  L110  Q111  G112  Q114  A115  G116  F117  Q118  Q120  S121  G123  M124  S125/150  L126  N127  D128  F129  Q130  K131  A136  K141  T143  L144  L146  V147  S148  S149  S125/ Residue   S4  N5  Q6  G7  N8  N9  Q10  Q11  Q15  S17  Q18  N19  Q22  Q23  Q24  G25  N26  N27  Q30  G31  Q33  A34  Y35  N36  A37  Q38  A39  Q40  A42  G43  G44  T45  G51  S53  G54  Y55  G59  D66  A67  G68  Y69  Q70  Q76/85  G77/86  G78/87  Q95  G96  G97  G99  L110  Q111  G112  Q114  A115  G116  F117  Q118  Q120  S121  G123  M124  S125/150  L126  N127  D128  F129  Q130  K131  A136  K141  T143  L144  L146  V147  S148  S149  S125/ 15 N-HSQC spectra for residues Gly 31 and Gly 51 (red dashed box in a) for the Sc37 (left panels) and Sc4 (right panels) conformations after 0 min (top panels), 1 min (middle panels) and 1 week (bottom panels) of exchange. subset of the oligopeptide repeats in stabilizing amyloid structure, these repeats seem to have a distinct and essential function in allowing chaperone-mediated replication of such amyloids, thereby generating new prion seeds. This role in prion division can be replaced by a number of diverse sequences 28, 29 . The less stable structure over much of the oligopeptide repeats in addition to their more diverse sequence composition may facilitate recognition of this region by chaperones 3 . Last, the structural differences observed here shed light on how conformations alter in vivo phenotypes as well as leading to strain-specific sequence requirements for prion propagation. Ordering of the first three oligopeptide repeats in Sc37 is associated with increased stability of these fibres 5, 8 and may also occlude chaperone recognition sites. Taken together, these findings account for the observation that the weaker strain phenotype of Sc37 prions results from a difficulty in generating new prion seeds despite robust fibre growth. Previous studies also found that an increased number of oligopeptide repeats (four versus two) was minimally required to support the propagation of a 'weak' strain as compared with a 'strong' strain 30 . Thus, for both strains, [PSI 1 ] propagation seems to require at least one oligopeptide repeat outside the highly protected core. The mammalian prion protein, PrP, contains peptide repeat regions reminiscent of Sup35, whose number modulates prion propensity even though they lie outside the protease-resistant prion core 1 . This raises the possibility that these otherwise unrelated prion proteins share a common functional architecture in which an amyloid core mediates templated growth, and less stably structured regions facilitate the generation of new prion seeds.
Note added in proof: Mutation analysis indicated that of the 23 glycines, only the 2 present in the M domain were visible by solution NMR of uniformly labelled fibres, which is consistent with the conclusion that the M domain is highly mobile.
METHODS SUMMARY
SupNM isotope labelling. Labelled SupNM was expressed in Escherichia coli. NMR on fibres. SupNM fibres uniformly labelled with 15 N, or specifically labelled with 15 N-Leu, were seeded and polymerized at 4 uC as described 5 . Fibres were spun down and resuspended in 1/40 volume of equivalent buffer in 10% (v/v) D 2 O (pH 5.5 for uniformly labelled). Standard 15 N-HSQC spectra were recorded at 800 MHz. The final protein concentration is estimated as 200 mM. Only a few peaks with chemical shifts typical of glycine were seen in the uniformly labelled sample. The failure to detect all 23 glycine residues in SupNM indicates that the peaks observed were from fibres rather than from a monomer subpopulation. H/D exchange. H/D exchange was performed on 15 N-SupNM seeded fibres largely as described 16 , with time points at 0 min, 1 min, 1 h, 1 day and 1 week of exchange. For NMR measurements, fibre pellets were dissolved in dissolution buffer (95% DMSO-d 6 , 4.5% D 2 O, 0.5% dichloroacetic acid-d 2 (v/v) and 200 mM 2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulphonate sodium salt (DSS) at pH 5.0) and 15 N-HSQC correlation spectra were recorded at 800 MHz and 298 K. Dichloroacetic acid-d 2 was purchased from CDN Isotopes. Spectra were recorded in accordance with the strategy described 17 . Additionally, a one-dimensional 1 H spectrum was acquired after 15 N-HSQC. Mutagenesis studies. All mutant plasmids were generated, overexpressed and purified as described 5, 26 . ThioT assays were performed as described 21 . Sc4 and Sc37 seeded reactions were performed at 4 uC and 25 uC, respectively. Initial rates were calculated from the first 16 min of polymerization. AFM assays were performed as described 22 . B   N8P  N9P  Q10P  Q11P  N12P  Y13P  Q14P  Y16P  S17P  Q23P  Q24P  N27P  R28P  Y29P  Q30P  Q33P  Q38P  A39P  G43P  G44P  Y46P  Q47P  Q61P  Q62P  G68P  Y69P  Q70P  Q71P  Q80P  Q81P  Q89P  Q90P  Q111P  G112P  S148P Wild-type Sc4 (upper panel) and Sc37 (lower panel) seeds were added to monomeric wild-type SupNM (blue curves) and SupNM G43P (red curves) and fibre polymerization was monitored by thioT fluorescence 21 . Data were normalized to initial and final intensities. c, Effect of proline mutations on initial rates of polymerization of the Sc4 (blue) and Sc37 (red) conformations. ThioT polymerization assay was performed as described above for all mutants indicated. Data were normalized to initial and final intensities, initial time points were fitted to a line, and the slope (initial rate) was calculated. Values are the percentage by which each indicated mutant's initial rate deviated from the rate of wild-type polymerization, calculated as 100 3 (1 2 K mut /K wt ). Error bars indicate s.d. for two or three independent replicates. The inset shows representative pictures of indicated proline mutant growth (thin region) from wild-type (WT) Sc4 seed (thick region) revealed by AFM. d, The effect of leucine mutations on initial rates was measured as described above for the indicated leucine mutants of the Sc4 (blue) and Sc37 (red) conformations. Error bars indicate s.d. for two or three independent replicates.
